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Protecting against data loss in
AWS managed database services
Protecting sensitive data is an essential goal for any enterprise.
As more organizations transform their business by adopting cloud
technologies and migrating to managed database services such as
Amazon RDS and Amazon Redshift, the need to protect against data
loss is more critical than ever.
Traditional data loss prevention (DLP) tools focus on protecting data
stored in file systems, but this level of oversight alone does not
consider information held in databases, arguably the organizations’

A complete DLP
strategy covers both:
- Unstructured information
stored in file systems
- Structured information
stored in databases

most data-rich environment. A complete DLP strategy that covers
both unstructured data in files and structured information in databases
requires more than traditional DLP solutions.
Imperva helps organizations protect mission-critical information stored
in cloud managed databases against breach attacks and exfiltration
incidents, whether those actions originate from outside or inside the
organization.

Protecting against data loss in cloud		
databases is complicated
According to a survey of 300 CISOs worldwide, nearly 80% of
organizations experienced a cloud data loss incident in the last 18
months, citing database misconfiguration and the inability to detect
excessive access as the biggest risks.
Cloud-based managed database services such as Amazon RDS and
Amazon Redshift have made it extremely easy and inexpensive to
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provision new databases. AWS follows an industry-standard shared
responsibility model in which the service provider is accountable for
securing the infrastructure, while the customer is responsible for securing
their own data and access to it.
Organizations are deploying an increasing number of cloud databases-often done with little security oversight--to support their business and
development initiatives. Security teams must therefore protect a vast,
constantly changing attack surface.
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Simple, effective data loss protection for AWS
managed databases
Imperva delivers fast, simple and powerful protection against cloud
data loss for all database types in Amazon RDS and Amazon Redshift
environments. It handles the critical tasks of finding and cataloging all
your data, proactively minimizing risks by ensuring good security posture
and hygiene, and then closely monitoring ongoing access activity. With
insightful analytics, it even identifies high-privilege users and detects
any inappropriate or high-risk actions using those elevated privileges.
As a born-in-cloud SaaS solution, Imperva’s solution requires no
installation or expert-level database knowledge. In just a few
minutes, organizations can start monitoring their entire cloud database
environment. It operates automatically and continuously, ensuring
maximum data loss protection for your AWS database environments.
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Advanced data loss protection capabilities
Organization Challenges

How Imperva Helps

Limited insight into database
inventory and which ones
hold sensitive data

Ongoing discovery of all your Amazon RDS and Amazon Redshift
databases
Intelligent inspection of content to locate sensitive data

Ensuring all databases
are configured for optimal
prevention of data loss

Assessment of database security posture with remediation guidance

Inability to detect data loss
policy violations

Centralized access policy with continuous monitoring of database activity
Immediate notification of violations indicating potential data loss

Inability to detect potentially
risky database access

Automatic detection of high-privilege users with detailed information
about their actions
Automatic detection of atypical user access behavior to reveal potential
data loss incidents

Start with the domain authority in data security
Imperva is a leader in cyber security and provides data protection from cyber attacks for thousands of customers
globally and through all stages of their digital transformation. Imperva brings all this expertise to a born-in-cloud
SaaS data loss protection solution that is purpose built for AWS and preserves the agility and cost benefits you
expect from cloud.
Get started in minutes with a free 30-day trial now.
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